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A theory of language and information: A mathematical approach. By ZELLIG
HARRIS. Clarendon Press, 1991. Pp. xii, 428. Cloth $69.00.
Reviewed

by D. TERENCELANGENDOEN, The University of Arizona

Zellig Harris' linguistic career spanned seven decades, from the 1930s to the
present one. For the last four, however, he worked in virtual isolation, interacting almost exclusively with a few of his colleagues and former students at the
University of Pennsylvania. In this, as in his other writings of this period, he
cites only his own and their work, and that of a few eminent mathematicians
and philosophers. On the whole, the favor has been returned. There are almost
no citations of H's work in the mainstream linguistics literature, apart from
references to his contributions to the founding of generative grammar. Much
of the material in this, his last, book will be familiar to those who are acquainted
with his work since the mid-1950s, especially Harris 1968, 1982, 1988; but it
will be almost totally unfamiliar to the vast majority of linguists who are not.
Nothing now can be done to alter H's isolation from the field, except for the
field to become more familiar with his work.
From nearly the beginning of his career, H was deeply concerned about
linguistic methodology. He justifies this concern in the opening paragraph of
the second chapter of the present work (30):
'Linguistics has not in general been one of the sciences in which the relevance and correctness
of statements are determined by controlled methods of observation and argumentation. It is
therefore desirable to consider what methods are relevant in linguistics, in the hope of establishing criteria for investigation and analysis. Choice of method is not less important than responsibility in data, and the choice should be determined not by personal preference or current
custom but by the nature and the problems of the data.'

H states that his 'choice of method arose out of Ihis] choice of problem' (30),
specifically the problem of accounting for linguistic form, and that 'whatever
else there is to be said about the form of language, a fundamental task is to
state the departures from equiprobability in sound- and word-sequences' (32).
He contends that these departures are not only universal but necessary; they
are a necessary consequence of the fact that human languages have no external
metalanguage, and hence that 'no external metalanguage is available to the
child learning its first language, nor to early man at the time language was
coming to be' (32). In order to identify the entities of language, learners can
use extralinguistic information, 'such as the occurrence of words in life circumstances that exhibit their meaning ' (32), but, as H observes, these resources
are not adequate to establish more than the identification of certain words, and
are hopelessly inadequate for the identification of many words and of practically
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and transmit information' (5). In addition, word repetition requires repetition
of related words in conjoined sentences, and structure repetition requires repetition of operator-argument relations in related sentences.
Of the four sentence-level constraint families, reductions require the most
discussion. H argues that these have significant explanatory power: 'a great
many special and seemingly arbitrary or irregular word combinations are seen
to result from a constellation of regular processes in a way that explains both
their form and meaning' (9). In Ch. 1 H gives two sets of illustrations, drawn
from Harris 1982. In the first, he relates the clausal-connective use of only,
except, and but to their (apparent) use as prepositions. For example, both Everyone came except John and Everyone came except not John are derived from
the common source Everyone came, except that John didn't come, through a
series of reductions involving the zeroing of that, not (optionally), and the
repeated verb.' In the other, he sketches an account of the relation of passive
to active sentences in English. The former he derives by embedding a nominalization of the latter as an argument of an operator: 'Using arrows for derivation
we have: The book was in the state of the taking of the hook by John - The
book was in the state of taking by John -> The book was taken by John' (14).
All the forms that appear in the derivations of sentences must be considered
sentences of the language, since the reductions, in particular, are merely constraints that legitimate the zeroing of highly redundant elements. Since the
zeroing of those elements is not obligatory, the sources of the reduced forms
must all be in the language. But, as the immediately foregoing example illustrates, some of these sources are very unlikely. H confronts this problem in
the Preface, asserting (v-vi):
In characterizing ("explaining") the structure of word combinations, a method is used
whereby one combination is derived from another (its source). In some cases the derivation
for a given form involves reconstructing a source which is not actually said in the language.
These sources, however, are never abstract models. They are word combinations made in
accordance with the actual grammar of the language, and from which the given form would
be derived by the existing derivational relations of the language. That they are not actually
said may be due to their complexity or length; in many cases it would be impossible to formulate
a regular grammar of the language that would exclude them as ungrammatical. Therefore the
unsaid sources can be counted upon as derivational sources for the given word combinations.'

H's reductions, and the sources on which they operate, will strike most contemporary practitioners of generative grammar as unprincipled and ad hoc.
However, many of them mirror familiar operations and constructions in generative grammar, and within H's framework they are as principled and motivated
as the corresponding operations and constructions are in generative grammar.
In the case of H's account of the active-passive relation, the deletion of the
object corresponds to NP-movement in the extended-standard-theory version

' H also claims that both There were but two people left and There weren't but two people left
derive from the same source by processes which he illustrates on other examples (10-11), but I
am unable to determine from his discussion what that source is and how the derivation actually
proceeds.
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of generativegrammar.Generally,what contemporarygenerativegrammaraccomplishes by movement, H's approachaccomplishes by deletion.
There is much of interest in this book in addition to the development of a
particulartheory of linguisticform, includingthe analysis of sublanguagesand
the relation of natural language to mathematicsand to music. However, the
concluding paragraphof section 10.7, 'Non-linguistic systems; music', says
somethingso outrageousthat I am compelled to quote it in its entirety (318):
'Finally,it seems thatthe sign languageof the deaf does not have an explicitoperator-argument
partialordering,nor an internalmetalanguage,but rests upon a directjuxtapositionof the
relevantreferents.This applies to autonomoussign languages,developedby the deaf without
instructionfrom people who know spoken language.

Lest there be any doubt about the implications of this paragraph, by 'internal

metalanguage'Harris means the sentences which constitute the grammarof
the language(359).
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Linguistic individuals. By ALMERINDOOJEDA. (CSLI lecture notes, 31.) Stanford: Center for the Study of Language and Information, 1993. Pp. 205. Cloth
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Reviewed by KATEKEARNS,University of Canterbury

Ojedaargues that the universe of discourse is a mereology structuredby the
relation of instantiation, this relation subsuming both the familiar relation of

instantiationborneto a kindby its instances and the relationborneby quantities
of a substance (such as water) to a larger quantity, possibly spatially scattered,

of which they are parts-traditionally the 'part of relation of a mereology of
solids.

Ch. 2 ('A theory of linguistic individuals', 17-33) introduces the basic assumptions and definitions of the theory. Chs. 3-5 ('The semantics of countability I,, 35-68; 'The semantics of countability II', 69-104; 'The semantics of
uncountability, 105-47) explore the denotations of noun forms in detail, defined in terms of atomic, atomistic, and atomless individuals of the mereology.
Atomic individuals are the 'true' individuals, having no instances other than
themselves. Atomistic individuals are atomic or polyatomic, and atomless individuals are quantities of substances (or sums thereof) having no principle of

individuation;they are therefore conceived of as infinitelydivisible, and they

